
Appeal for Bering Link
Directed to G-8 Summit

The communiqué below was issued April 25, 2007 as an “Ap-

peal from the participants of the international conference on

an Intercontinental Eurasia-America Transport Link via the

Bering Strait, to the heads of state and governments of Russia,

the U.S.A., Canada, South Korea, Japan, China, and the EU

member-states.” Along with the Appeal, the participants at

the April Moscow conference sent a draft Memorandum of

Cooperation, proposing that those nations endorse the proj- FORUM International

ect and consider financing feasibility studies for the Bering Former Alaskan Governor Walter Hickel addressed the
Strait project at the June 6-8, 2007 G-8 summit in Heiligen- conference in Moscow on April 25, on cooperative infrastructure

development as the best avenue to peace among nations.damm, Germany. The studies, they say, could be completed

by 2010. (Subheads have been added by EIR.)

The idea of creation of a global land transportation system could become a crucial contribution to the creation of the

Global Transportation System (GTS) as it pulls togetherconnecting four out of six continents (Eurasia, North and

South America, and Africa) has occupied the minds of man- global experience in implementing international projects.

Today, the main deterrent to a multimodal GTS and thekind for centuries.

The issues of economic growth and global energy secu- actual linking of the two continents is the absence of a connec-

tion between Eurasia’s and America’s transportation and en-rity, strengthening political and trade ties, containing and

preventing wars and civil conflicts, and cultural interaction ergy systems.

In order to overcome this hurdle, it is necessary to buildare directly related to the global community’s ability to

clear the hurdles in the way of solving global problems 6,000 kilometers of railroad from Yakutsk, Russia to the

North American railway network via Magadan, Chukotka,and ensuring constructive cooperation in all spheres of the

world economy. the Bering Strait, and Alaska incorporated in a single corridor

with a power transmission line and fiber-optic lines.Today, on the agenda, are expansion and diversification

of trade ties between countries, combining their energy, The project’s feasibility has raised no doubts among the

international engineering community.transport, and information resources for developing unculti-

vated territories and exploiting their natural resources. Now The necessary target investment in the project is estimated

at $65 billion. Providing financing for the project as of 2008is the time to pay most serious attention to projects aimed

at peace and creation; it’s time to revisit humankind’s would ensure that the feasibility study is completed by 2010.

The approximate cost of the feasibility study, including allgreat ideas.

necessary research and an ecological assessment, is estimated

at $120 million and may be divided among the countriesContinuing Great Projects
The past 150 years were marked by numerous ambitious participating in the project. A major portion of the Russian

share of joint financing will be disbursed under the programprojects. These are the 9,000-kilometer-long Trans-Siberian

Railroad, the Transcontinental Railroad in the U.S.A., the for development of the Russian railway transportation sys-

tem, which was approved at a government meeting held ontunnel between the Japanese islands of Honshu and Hokkaido,

the Great Belt Fixed Link in Denmark, the Eurotunnel, and April 10, 2007.

Economic efficiency of the project is ensured by largemany others.

The 21st Century will see the construction of tunnels un- volumes of cargo to be shipped (400-500 billion tons/kilome-

ters per year), synergies between hydro- and tidal-power gen-derneath the Straits of Gibraltar and the Bosporus, a tunnel

under the Yangtze River, tunnels between the Russian main- eration systems, and the effects of competitive exploitation

of the plentiful natural resources in the area covered by theland, Sakhalin, and Japan, and a tunnel between Newfound-

land and Labrador Peninsula in Canada. ICL-World Link.

However, the project’s geopolitical significance appearsThe construction of the intercontinental link uniting Eu-

rasia and America, Intercontinental Link (ICL)-World Link, to be even greater, as it unites continents and creates condi-
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countries involved, to coordinate their activities,

• hereby put forward this proposal to the governments of

Russia, the U.S.A., Canada, Japan, China, Korea, and the EU

member states:

1. We propose that the countries assess the merits of the

project for building the ICL-World Link, at the level of minis-

tries and agencies responsible for this area, and its inclusion

in their respective strategies of economic development on the

macroeconomic and industry levels.

2. Provided that the construction of the ICL-World Link is

deemed advisable, we propose that the governments appoint

their representatives for participation in further elaboration

of the project, and discussion of different options of the coun-
FORUM International tries’ involvement in construction and operation of the ICL-

World Link.Maxim Bystrov, deputy head of Russia’s Federal Agency for the
Management of Special Economic Zones, addresses the Moscow 3. We propose that the governments consider the financ-
conference. The Russian government is giving enthusiastic support ing of feasibility studies for constructing the ICL-World Link
to the Bering Strait railroad bridge-tunnel project.

at the highest international level in June 2007 within the

framework of the G-8 meeting. We propose that they pass a

memorandum outlining the governments’ positions on devel-

oping the global transportation network, and the feasibility oftions for multifaceted and fruitful cooperation among the peo-

ples of many countries. building the ICL-World Link as a key element of providing

intercontinental energy and infrastructural ties.In just 15 to 20 years, the new multimodal transport artery

will change the world. Humankind will gain access to new 4. We propose that a working group be created for further

elaboration and promotion of the project. We think it advis-energy and natural resources. The ICL-World Link will pro-

vide access to territories colossal both in physical dimensions able for the sources and amount of financing to be defined at

this stage.and economic potential.

To implement the international research program and co- 5. We propose that the governments consider the appoint-

ment of the international nonprofit organization IBSTRG asordination of efforts to prepare and realize the project, the

international nonprofit organization Interhemispheric Bering the authorized international project coordinator for the dura-

tion of the feasibility study of the ICL-World Link. All partici-Strait Tunnel & Railroad Group (IBSTRG) was created in

1992. pating governments will have representation on the IBSTRG

Board of Directors.As of today, the basic technical and economic characteris-

tics of the link, and the possibilities and ways of hooking it Signed:

• Alexander Grigoryevich Granberg, chairman of theup to Russia’s and America’s transport routes, have been

defined, and the preliminary analysis of the economic and Council for Studies of Productive Forces at the [Russian]

Ministry of Economic Development and Trade and the Acad-social effects of the project has been completed.

emy of Sciences;

• Viktor Nikolayevich Razbegin, deputy chairman of theCreating Economic Potential
We, the participants of the International Conference on an Council for Studies of Productive Forces at the [Russian]

Ministry of Economic Development and Trade and the Acad-Intercontinental Eurasia-America Link via the Bering Strait,

which took place in Moscow on April 24, 2007, having dis- emy of Sciences, vice president of the international corpora-

tion IBSTRG;cussed the prerequisites, opportunities and the expected ef-

fects of the project, and appreciating: • George Koumal, president of the international corpora-

tion IBSTRG:• the unquestionable economic potential of creating a

global transport, energy, and telecommunications system • Alexander Yuryevich Sergeyev, member of the manag-

ing board,‘HydroOGK company;with the key element being a land link between the continents

of Eurasia and America; • Joseph R. Henry, general counsel of the IBSTRG;

• E. Yamaguchi, president of Aikyo International Con-• the urgency of combining efforts to implement the

project; sultant Co., Ltd.;

• Louis T. Cerny, railroad consultant, track and bridge• the advisability of further research pertaining to the

project; specialist;

• Craig Burroughs, chairman of BXB Corporation, direc-• the necessity for the participants of the project, and

members of the political and business communities of all tor and treasurer of the IBSTRG.
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Interview: Hal B.H. Cooper, Jr.

Bering Strait Conference
Marked ‘Major Phase Shift’
Hal Cooper, PhD, a Seattle-based transportation consultant, political correctness that we have developed in this country,

that has prevented us from being responsive to the need foris a longtime advocate for an intercontinental railroad con-

nection across the Bering Strait, and for development corri- economic development, and for our own national self-interest

throughout the world.dors—rail, utilities including electric transmission, natural

gas, and water, and highways—on key routes in the Americas,

and worldwide. He has frequently attended scientific confer- EIR: This railroad will go through the Bering Strait. Tell us

something about the physical aspects, both from the Russianences in Russia and other countries on great infrastructure

projects. See last week’s EIR for a report on the breakthrough side, and the American side, and what’s involved with build-

ing this, both the tunnel and the railroads?Moscow conference on the Bering Strait tunnel project.

Cooper was interviewed by EIR’s Richard Freeman on Cooper: You’re going to have to actually build about 5,000

to 6,000 miles of railroad to connect everything. And youMay 1.

would be connecting, on the east side of the Lena River, near

the city of Yakutsk, in the Sakha Republic. You don’t actuallyEIR: Several hundred people gathered in Moscow on April

24, at a conference called “Megaprojects of East Russia— have to go into Yakutsk, but it would be helpful to do that,

because it’s the largest city in that region. I was there in 1996.A Transcontinental Eurasia-America Transport Link via the

Bering Strait.” This was sponsored by a number of agencies, You would come out through the Magadan region, and

through the Koryak region, into the Chukotka region in Rus-but participating were the Russian Academy of Sciences’

Council for the Study of Productive Forces, in conjunction sia, and then a place called Egvekinot, which is a gold-mining

place. It would be a junction for a future connection of lineswith the Russian Ministry of Economic Development and

Trade, the Russian Ministry of Transport, and so on, and a going to the west, to Vorkuta, far in the west of Russia, 1,100

miles northeast of Moscow, which was originally laid outnumber of papers were delivered.

You wrote a paper that appeared in the Sept. 16, 1994 under the direction of Josef Stalin, prior to World War II, as

well as the line going to the southwest, to Yakutsk, whichEIR, titled “Bering Strait Tunnel and Railway Project Will

Boost Pacific Development.” So, you’ve been involved in this ultimately would go to China over a 3,000-mile route.

The railroad would then go through the Tenkanyi Moun-thing for a very long time, and in a certain sense, you’ve been

on the ground floor. Tell us how you look at the developments tains in the eastern part of the Chukotka Peninsula, and then

go into a tunnel which would be about 65 miles long, west ofright now, with this conference, in light of the progress that’s

been made over the two decades that you’ve been working the town which is called Uelen, right at the edge of the Bering

Strait, on the Chukotka side. And then it would go throughon this.

Cooper: I think what has happened in Moscow is the indica- a tunnel.

tor of a major phase shift in the world. The old-time forces

that have been in control in this country and this world for so EIR: Is this the tunnel that’s going to cross the Bering Strait?

Cooper: Yes, it would go under the Bering Strait. Actuallylong, are beginning to be removed, and no small amount of

the credit for that happening belongs, of course, to the Lyndon the water there is 180-200 feet deep; it’s relatively stable

limestone chalk, there are no major rock fissures or earth-LaRouche organization, in which you and I have both played

a part. quake faults, or anything like that. There are two islands in

the middle: There’s Big Diomede Island, which is about twoAnd I think that in Russia, they have basically decided to

adopt the LaRouche infrastructure development policy, with miles by four miles wide (that’s in Russia), and then there’s

Little Diomede Island on the U.S. side, which is about threeemphasis on nuclear energy, the emphasis on railroads, the

emphasis on economic development and employment cre- miles away; its about one mile by two miles. It is an inhabited

island, there are some native people who live there; whereasation, which are so contrary to so much of the thinking in the

United States today. I think the people in Russia and many of on the Russian side, I believe there is only a weather station,

military facilities.the countries of the world do not have this obsession with
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FIGURE 1

Proposed World Land-Bridge
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Each of the islands is about 20 miles away from the shore. much soil would have to be moved, and how many bridges

would need to be made, and how many additional tunnels.On the U.S. side, you would come to Wales, and then to the

edge of the Brooks Mountains, and then through, ultimately, And actually the single biggest physical problem with the

Bering Strait tunnel is the Tenkanyi Mountains on the westa place called Galena, and you would parallel the north side

of the Yukon River, and ultimately cross the Yukon River, side, because if you try to go right straight through them,

you’re going to have to build another long tunnel throughand go into Fairbanks.

harder rock, or go around to the north, which sounds like the

most reasonable approach—it just makes the line about 20EIR: In building this, you said you would be excavating

the tunnel through limestone. What type of machinery would miles longer. And eventually, you end up at a place called

Egvekinot, where you’re up on a cliff above a nice bay—Ibe used?

Cooper: Just conventional tunnel-boring machines would was there in 1997. It’s a gold-mining place, and there’s a

harbor there.be used. Actually, the biggest physical problems associated

with building the Bering Strait tunnel are not in the tunnel. Egvekinot would become a major world trade center if

the Bering Strait tunnel were built, and especially if the linesThey are on the east and west sides, because of the mountains,

and particularly on the Russian side, because of the steep went to the southwest, as well as to the west, which I think,

in the future, they will ultimately need to do to both Yakutskgrade of the mountains. The way to get around this is to build

on the north of the Tenkanyi Mountains, near the Arctic coast. and to Vorkuta.

I know an engineer named Ben Angel at the University of

Alaska Fairbanks. He did an extensive set of studies on the EIR: Southwest of Russia?

Cooper: Yes, it is what is called in Russia the Near Polarright-of-way analysis on both sides of the Bering Strait, as

part of his master’s thesis. It was quite an interesting study, Magistral, or NPM route, and it goes from Vorkuta, which is

way, way, far in the west of Russia, in the Komi Republic,and in fact I make extensive reference to his work in my

feasibility study. He went so far as to do an analysis of how about 1,100 miles northeast of Moscow, and then it comes
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straight across on the south shore of the Arctic Ocean. And Montana, to Fairbanks. And then it was to go to Nome, and it

was to supply Russia.actually in 1997, when I went to Chipoka, I flew in an Aeroflot

plane, and it was a beautiful sunny day, and I was able to It really came about because of these meetings between

Harry Hopkins, with Molotov and Stalin, and the other peopleinspect almost the entire coast, because it was clear. We were

flying over the water, so you could see all the land features, in Moscow during the early to mid part of December 1941.

They came back, and they said: “Yes, we’ve got to getand we flew all the way along where the route of this Near

Polar Magistral would go. things moving.” So they decided to build what was called the

Alcan Highway. It started in Dawson Creek, British Colum-

bia, and it ended up in Fairbanks. There was actually a roadEIR: I assume the Russians have done significant studies

on this? from Fairbanks to Delta Junction. There wasn’t much after

that, but there was a road—basically a dirt road.Cooper: Actually, those studies go back to 1937, 1938,

1939, and 1940. Stalin directed that all those studies be done. That was actually to tie in airfields. And those airfields

were built as ferrying points for the planes that were carryingThey were not necessarily done under the best of conditions,

and in fact, one of the original intentions of building those supplies to Russia. The runways were built, originally, to help

Britain, but it was ultimately used to serve Russia as well.railroads, was to connect all the concentration camps together

into the transportation networks. The planes would fly with supplies from Great Falls, Mon-

tana, and they would go either to Fairbanks or Nome, andBut, you know, as the efforts came along towards the war,

this became part of the planning process, and of course, when Russian pilots would come over—they would be trained in

these planes with U.S. people—and then they would fly theHarry Hopkins was sent to Moscow right after Pearl Harbor

to meet with [Russian Foreign Minister] V.A. Molotov and planes back with all the supplies, and then they would keep

both the supplies and the planes. Then they would come backother people with Stalin. One of the issues that came up was

to determine if it was reasonable to supply Russia from the to get another one. And there were always these shuttles going

back and forth between Alaska and Chukotka.United States by railroad through the Bering Strait.

EIR: Now, you’ve mentioned, in a paper that you wrote in EIR: And this was ’41-’42?

Cooper: 1941. And that continued until the end of the war.2004, that there is a whole story here, in terms of the Seattle

district of the Army Corps of Engineers. Can you tell us That was one of the ways in which Russia was supplied from

the United States, and it’s interesting, that Franklin Rooseveltabout that?

Cooper: I’ll discuss the U.S. route later, but first, on the overruled Winston Churchill to make this happen, because

Churchill was adamant that we not supply Russia, eitherRussian side, Stalin ordered a series of feasibility studies of

railroads to be built, including the tunnel to Sakhalin Island, through Alaska or anywhere else.

And Roosevelt said, “No, we’re going to help Russia.and so forth—a great deal of work was done. And what is

being talked about now in these great infrastructure projects They are our allies, and we’re going to help them.”

The planes at that time didn’t have a very long range—that are being proposed, is only a reincarnation of what Stalin

had originally proposed back in the 1930s for economic devel- they only flew short distances at relatively low speeds. So it

wasn’t a real high-speed air service at that time, but it was theopment of the Soviet Union.

Whatever horrible things Stalin did, he was dedicated to best that there was.

Now, in late 1941, after Harry Hopkins returned from hisupgrading the conditions of the infrastructure and the econ-

omy of Russia. You cannot fault him for that. trip to Moscow, although they had discussed a railroad to

Russia, its logistics just weren’t going to work for a militaryHis way of going about it wasn’t right, although his objec-

tive, what he was trying to get to, was right. He most certainly purpose, because they needed to do too much too quickly—

it would take away from other things.did not conduct things in ways that a democratic society

would work, or even as Russia does today. You do not hear But what Frederic Delano—Franklin Roosevelt’s uncle,

who was real wealthy, and I believe he had been an executivethe Putin Administration or other people touting what Stalin

did; but actually those original plans were laid out during of the New York Central Railroad, at one time in his life—

went to Franklin, and he said, “Franklin, look, we really needStalin’s time.

Now let’s go over to the U.S. side. to consider building a railroad up to Alaska.” And he said,

“We have to be prepared for the possibility of a JapaneseThere had been several attempts, early in the 20th Cen-

tury, to build a railroad up to Alaska. None of this got terribly attack, and we have to be able to supply Russia.” And he said,

“That’s the best way to get the troops and materials up there.far. One came relatively close in 1906, but it didn’t actually

happen. So you need to study it.” Franklin said: “All right, Frederic,

We’ll do it.”But, in early 1942, at the start of the war, there was a need

to consider getting to Alaska. And one of the proposals was And he commissioned a study, and it was done by the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Seattle office. And they justto build a road—and the traffic would come from Great Falls,
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FIGURE 2

Proposed Route for the Intercontinental Railroad Line Corridor Between Asia and North America
Across the Bering Strait, Employing Power Plants and Transmission Lines

This sketch map was
included in a paper by Hal
B.H. Cooper, Jr. (Cooper
Consulting Co.) and J.
David Broadbent, president
of the Canadian Arctic
Railway Co. (British
Columbia), for presentation
to the 70th Anniversary
Conference on “Railroad
Transportation
Developments in Siberia,”
held at the Siberian State
Transport University at
Novosibirsk, Nov. 20-28,
2002. The series of coal
plant sites are shown to
indicate the importance of
power for both electrified
rail, and regional economic
activity along the corridor,
which could be powered by
nuclear energy for the most
advanced development.

marched up into Canada, and got started. They didn’t ask for Aleutian Islands, but their main force was going to get ready

to attack Hawaii.permission; they just showed up. And from January to June of

1942, they did the study. It’s a 130-page study—it’s actually That led to the Battle of Midway, after which there was

less interest in the railroad to Alaska.quite interesting. When you look at the cost numbers then, as

compared to today, you’ll be astounded. They were looking In the meantime, this proposed railroad actually went by

a route from Vancouver to Prince George, through the Rockyat $50,000 a mile, or something like that, to build it. And of

course, early in World War II, that was realistic, from the end Mountain Trench, which is now Williston Lake and a large

part of northern British Columbia, so it wouldn’t be availableof the Depression, in terms of construction costs at that time.

They were very concerned about the possibility of a Japa- for a railroad today—it was then—through the Tintina

Trench, and then along part of the route of the Alaska High-nese invasion of Alaska. Well, it happened, actually. The

Japanese occupied the Aleutian Islands of Attu and Kiska in way. Actually, there was an oil pipeline over part of that route,

that went from Fort Simpson in what is now the Northwestmid-1943. That’s several hundred miles south of the Bering

Strait, where the earthquake fault is, and the volcanos are. It’s Territories. It went to Skagway, and then up towards

Fairbanks, and they could supply oil. This oil was used tostable up at the Bering Strait, from a geological standpoint,

in contrast to the Aleutian Islands. supply some of these airfields.

Well, Admiral Halsey—this was at the time after Pearl

Harbor—was very concerned about the West Coast of the EIR: Coming from Alaska, let’s say we cross the Bering

Strait through a tunnel, which has been bored—how manyUnited States and Hawaii, since most of our ships had been

sunk. Fortunately the Enterprise and the Yorktown aircraft tunnels will we have, by the way?

Cooper: At the Bering Strait, only one. It’s just one long onecarriers weren’t, but they were very concerned about another

Japanese attack. They had intelligence that it was going to with two or three tubes. There are islands in the middle, so

you have places to enter it. It’s only one tunnel. There are nohappen. Were the Japanese going to attack Alaska, or were

they going to attack Hawaii? tunnels to the east of Fairbanks.

There are several tunnels that will be needed east of Nome,So Halsey took the calculated risk that the Japanese were

going to send a small number of ships with troops to the Alaska, west of Galena, through the mountains. And that is
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probably the most difficult single stretch on the North Ameri- 11 to Vermillion, and Lloydminster, and Saskatoon, and even-

tually end up down in Regina. And then you would followcan continent to build that railroad.

That’s because of the terrain: There is a lot of permafrost the Canadian Pacific Railroad right into the United States at

Portal, North Dakota.land, and steep grades for the rail. It’s not easy terrain to build

in. It’s much more difficult than it would be east of Fairbanks,

where most of it is relatively flat, except near Dease Lake and EIR: So basically you’ve got a rail line in northern British

Columbia, but you’ve got something that’s missing betweeneast of Watson Lake.

there and Fairbanks?

Cooper: There’s a 800-mile-long gap, where there is no rail-EIR: I understand that you’ve been looking at how, if you

come through Fairbanks, and start heading southeast, there road; that has to be built, to fill in the missing section, at

a minimum.are actually two branches: One would go through Fort Nelson,

and all the way to Chicago, and another—

Cooper: That’s correct. Let me explain. When you leave EIR: A lot of that is in the Yukon Territory, and I know that

the Canadian government blows hot and cold on this issue.Fairbanks, you go down to near the Alaska border to a place

called Tok Junction, about 20 miles northwest of Alcan, at What do you think is the status right now? Because that rail

line covering the gap would have to be built, for this Beringthe border. And that’s right across from Beaver Creek. It’s a

town of about 800 people. Beaver Creek is in Yukon Terri- Strait tunnel and rail linkage to work, right?

Cooper: It would be essential, yes.tory; Alcan is in Alaska.

The Tanana River runs south of that, and matches the

railroad, basically parallel to the Tanana River, which ulti- EIR: What is your estimate now of both sides agreeing—

the Alaska legislature on the one hand, and say the Yukonmately runs into the Yukon River, which ultimately goes into

the Pacific Ocean. And you would parallel the Yukon River Territory legislature (but they would have to talk to people in

Ottawa to make this work? Is that right?for 250 miles, west of Fairbanks, on the north bank of the

river. But as you come into Tok Junction, there are two possi- Cooper: Well, they would be likely to give permission. But

as you know, I’m working with a private company, the Cana-ble routes. One goes right along the Alaska Highway through

Beaver Creek, just exactly the way the Alaska Highway goes. dian Arctic Railway. I’ve actually done a feasibility study for

them, and they’re looking to finance it.The other goes north of the White and Ladue river canyons.

and ends up in a place called Carmacks, north of Whitehorse Private financing is probably the primary vehicle by

which this project, at least east of Fairbanks, would be done.in the Yukon Territory. The Yukon River starts there, flows

north, and then comes back south and west again; it is a pretty It’s going to require some government help, whether it’s loan

guarantees or whatever, but the real big participation of thebig river, even as far away as Whitehorse, which is a beauti-

ful place. government is going to have to be west of Fairbanks, because

of the difficulty of the terrain, the fact that you’re going toBut then it would split, and you have one line that can

go through the Tintina Trench, through Carmacks, so that it have to deal with the native populations.

But there is something that you need to consider—andwould rejoin that at Watson Lake. The other line would come

south along the Alaska Highway, and it could go to Fort Nel- you know it affects China. You asked about traffic: I’ll get

into that now: What are you going to haul? Oil, coal, potash,son, and then down to Dawson Creek, and east to Edmonton

in Alberta. containers, machinery, oil and gas development equipment,

all kinds of consumer goods, and passengers. And I thinkThe other line would go from Whitehorse to a place called

Jake’s Corner, about 30 miles east of Whitehorse, or south- there’s going to be a great opportunity, not only for people to

travel along there because they had work, but for tourismeast, and then it would head southeast through British Colum-

bia, and then ultimately end up just right near Prince George. purposes. You know the Alaska Railroad makes money on its

tourism. It has a huge business with that, and now it’s goingIt would come down at Takla Lake, Chipmunk and Minaret,

via Dease Lake, and a lot of these little settlements, and it’s to expand. We could have as many as 3,000 to 5,000 passen-

gers a day, on the railroad.mostly forest there.

The extension would come from Dawson Creek, to near

Grand Prairie, Alberta, and then come down to a place called EIR: Do you have a sense of how many rail cars may be

travelling during the course of a year, to bring goods andWhitecourt, Alberta. I think it’s called the Sandy River

there—you need a big bridge there, believe it or not, about a so forth?

Cooper: You probably wouldn’t build it until you had 100mile long. Then you would come down and ultimately you

end up at St. Albert, and you’re right there in Edmonton, the millions tons a year of cargo. But you would get that. How

many carloads is that? Well, figure each one is 100 tons—capital of Alberta.

There’s a Canadian National Railroad branch line that 100 million tons would be 10 million carloads. Or 5 to 10

million, probably. A lot of cargo would be hauled.actually would just follow along Highway 16 and Highway
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tainly do it between Russia and the United

States, or China and the United States.

EIR: If you went from Xian to the United

States, how many days are you looking

at, by rail, and how many days are you

looking at by ship?

Cooper: Ten versus 30. Actually, if you

are going by ship-rail, it’s about 20. It’s 10

by rail, it’s 30 by all water, all shipping.

The only thing that’s shorter, of course,

than going on the all-rail route, is putting

the container in a plane, and flying it to the

United States, which takes all of one day.

But, boy, is the cost up—six or seven

times!

EIR: Dmitri Mendeleyev, who of course
 J. Craig Thorpe. Commissioned by Cooper Consulting Co.

was a railway builder, and also a great sci-The proposed bridge would cross the Lena River near the city of Yakutsk, in Russia’s
entist, said that a railroad is like yeast:Sakha Republic, creating a rail link that would sweep east to Alaska, and south to

China. See Figure 2. There is great fermentation, and uplifting

of the population. How do you look at that?

Cooper: I think he is 100% correct. You

know, this country was much more tied together when we hadNow you have a gauge problem you’ve got to deal with,

because the Russian gauge is different from the U.S. gauge. railroads. And when people travelled they could see every-

thing on the ground, and they understood. Well, let’s lookChina is on the U.S. gauge. I did a lot of studies in container-

ization as part of this feasibility study, and I would look at what we do today. We fly from one urban area to another

urban area. Do we know what’s going on in the areas in be-bringing traffic from China to the United States by rail, as

compared to by ship. tween? No. We have no idea. Urban America doesn’t have a

clue what Rural America is about, does it?By railroad, the distance is so much shorter with the great

circle—it’s about 8,500 to 9,000 miles, say, from Xian [in You know, when we had railroads as our predominant

transport, back prior to 1920, all these little towns were quiteChina] to Chicago. By a combination of land and sea trans-

port, the comparable distance is something like 13,000 miles. active. Many of them have died off, or are greatly reduced

from what they used to be. Of course the railroad companiesAnd then you have land-side harbor problems, both in China

and on the West Coast of the United States. in this country operate on the point A to point B mentality.

We forget everything in between. And if this country returns

to a predominantly rail transportation system—which I thinkEIR: You’ve estimated that it would be cheaper to go by rail?

Cooper: Cheaper, than if you go by the conventional land- in the next ten years it’s going to, because of the rise of the

price of oil—we’re going to have to put an end to point A toship-land containerization. Say if you had the Panama Canal

built, and you were going to go to New York, the cost of point B mentality in the railroad industry. Which means we’re

probably going to have to go back to a regulated industry, justmoving by rail would be a little bit—maybe 1%, 2%, or 3%—

more than going by ship. But it would be in 12 days rather as the LaRouche movement has been saying.

than 30. Well, is time worth money in international shipping?

You’re darn right. EIR: One of the things that LaRouche has often stressed, is:

When you build rail, you build something in between: youPersonally, my feeling is, when the international shipping

companies of the world decide that the Bering Strait tunnel build towns, you build development corridors. When you go

by ship, you’re not building anything of that sort. And in thatneeds to get built, it’s going to get built. And if you want my

opinion, I have the feeling somehow, that this is the back- context, I know that this rail line, if it were built, would go

into Russia, and eventually hook up with the Trans-Siberianground of what is going on in Russia today. I can’t prove that,

but I believe it. And of course, the most important of these Railroad. Would it also go to, say, South Korea, to China?

How would that work?companies is the AP Møller Maersk company, from Copenha-

gen, Denmark, because they’re the biggest shipping com- Cooper: Well, let’s take China first, because actually, when

you come to the Sakha Republic, near Yakutsk (which ispany. But all the others have a role. You know, if they put

containers on the trains in the United States, they could cer- where the Russian announcement of where this starting point
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would be), it is a huge region of northeastern Russia. It used China, through the capital of Kazakstan, and then through

Tashkent, and down through Ashgabat, and finally across theto be called Yakutia. Yakutsk is the capital—it’s almost dou-

ble the size of Alaska. It’s an enormous region. It’s the largest border into Iran, I guess at a place called Mashhad. But then

you’ve got another gauge problem, because it runs on stan-political subdivision in Russia. It has a population of 1.1 mil-

lion. You would just go straight down into the northern part dard gauge. India, interestingly enough, has five railroad

gauges.of China. You cross the border at a place called Dzhalinda,

and then on the south side of the Amur River is a place called

Lianyin. And then you have about a 60-mile gap in China that EIR: What would you do to standardize gauges?

Cooper: I think you should put everything on the U.S./Euro-is not completed—there’s no rail line there. And it comes to

a place called Zhangling, and then it would join the Chinese pean standard gauge—just do it. Russia would, of course, be

the one that would be the last that would want to do that. Yourail network.

Some of the studies that I’ve seen, done in Russia, ignore would have to stop everything for a period of time, and move

the rails 3.5 inches, which is what the difference in gauges is.the fact that you have an enormous traffic potential going

from the Sakha Republic to China. But you’ve got to deal When we’re building this system, we probably ought to build

a standard track and a Russian track, and then figure thatwith this gauge question.

eventually we’ll convert the Russian track to the standard

track.EIR: Now you are also familiar with some of the rail-build-

ing that the Russians have done in North Korea. How would

this work, connecting us to the Koreas? EIR: How much of this rail would we electrify?

Cooper: All of it. It would need to be, because you’re goingCooper: I was very much pleased to see that the LaRouche

movement has really been promoting the development of rail. to have so much traffic on it.

You would start out with diesel, and of course the tunnelThe fastest way for things to change in North Korea, is to get

some rail road lines built across it. And to illustrate to me the would have to be electric to start, anyway. The Russians

would make it electric from day one. They’ve already electri-total idiocy of the Bush Administration’s foreign policy, here

they are trying to stop rail roads from getting built across the fied the trans-Siberian railroad, they’re in the process of elec-

trifying more. They don’t have this obsession with perpetuat-Koreas—that would be the fastest way you’d make things

change. ing the oil and gas lobby in power, like we do. Even though

they are a big oil producer, they want to ship it to other coun-

tries rather than use it themselves, so they electrify their rail-EIR: Let’s take the broad sweep. We’re now building a rail

line that’s going to go from the United States, through Canada, roads instead.

through the territories like the Yukon territory, to Alaska,

then into Russia. You’ve got vast expanses of undeveloped EIR: You say they’ve electrified the trans-Siberian Railroad.

How much. . . .?parts of this world. And of course, taking these rail lines across

the land-bridge, you’re going to go into areas like Afghanistan Cooper: 6,300 miles. It’s all electric, I think, as of three years

ago. And of course that’s where nuclear power comes in,eventually, and sweep all the way into Iran on the southern

route, and into Europe. What would this do for the develop- because it supplies the power. And of course, Russia is now

making a major commitment to expansion of nuclear energy,ment of those territories?

Cooper: They would just explode. You would put so much and electrification of their economy, including of their rail-

roads.additional traffic, and business, and economic activity, it

would just far, far exceed anything that exists now. And you

would allow many of the resources to be developed, and of EIR: You know, Putin said, the other day, that 30 nuclear

power units were built during the entire Soviet period. Andcourse you’d have a much greater level of integration of trade,

transport, and commerce, among the different countries. then he said, in the next 12 years we need to build 26 nuclear

power plants, using the most advanced technology. And ofI’ve been on the Eurasian Land-Bridge in China to see

that. It’s a very heavily travelled railroad line, lots and lots of course, that’s just for Russia—he plans many for around the

world. He has said that he plans to have Russia increase itstrains. Until two years ago, they were still running steam

locomotives. I was over there in 2000, and they were running electrical output by two thirds by the year 2020. How does

that sound to you?steam locomotives, in some areas, not in all.

They are beginning to electrify in some routes, and of Cooper: I think it’s what he needs to do, and it’s going to

happen.course, they’re doing maglev and high-speed rail, so they are

certainly ahead of the United States in what they are doing,

as compared to what they’re talking about. And it would have EIR: Now you also did some studies on what it would take

to electrify American rail, and as I remember, you began withan enormous impact on that entire region.

In China, they’ve been building this to Urumqi in western 26,000 miles and then on to 42,000 miles. Can you say what
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the context of that is? EIR: So you take it off the ships. . .

Cooper: No, what you can’t handle on the ship you bringCooper: The United States, thanks to the control of these

financial interests, and the oil and gas companies, and the by train.

highway lobby, and all these groups who want to perpetuate

the status quo, no matter how much harm it does to the coun- EIR: Would you put a port up in the northern part up there, in

Alaska, where some of these Asian goods could be shipped to?try, in my opinion, they have done everything that they possi-

bly can to make sure that the American public doesn’t even Cooper: If you did that, you would do it at Port McKenzie,

just southwest of Anchorage. Actually that is discussed in mythink about the fact that we need to electrify railroads. And

that mentality has been in place for a long time, but it’s been study. That’s a possibility. Prince Rupert is probably equally

logical. What’s going to happen at Prince Rupert? They’reterminally in place since 1980. Carter tried, but he didn’t get

very far. And that was the last time there was any significant going to bring it up to 2.5 million containers a year, and then

it’s going to be at capacity.effort at the government level to do anything about it to elec-

trify the railroads. Every year, we add in trade about the amount of traffic

that’s handled through the Port of Oakland. That’s what weBut the plain, simple fact is, oil is getting too expensive.

Our entire transport and energy infrastructure in this country add throughout the world.

A couple of things may change this. Well, if the U.S.was built around the fact that we had cheap oil. Well, it’s no

longer cheap. It’s not ever going to be cheap again. And we dollar falls substantially, we aren’t going to import any more

goods. It looks like, from what I’m reading from the EIR andhave to make a change. And I think it gets to electrifying the

economy, far more beyond what we have now. And of course other sources, that that could be happening. Oil prices are

going up. When are we going to get to the point where it isthe missing link is transportation. That has to happen. It needs

to happen soon. We have to eliminate our petroleum depen- no longer going to be possible to implement the free trade

syndrome, because there’s not going to be cheap oil available,dency.

and without any cheap oil, the free trade movement becomes

economically unviable.EIR: And that would mean a tremendous amount of nu-

clear power? We’re going back to a manufacturing society because we

need to in the United States, as the result of high oil prices.Cooper: Well, it would mean 100,000 megawatts of new

electricity, over 20 years. Our generating capacity is 700,000

megawatts now, so that a 15% increase, to 800,000 MW, EIR: In your rough estimate, what would building this do

for the U.S. economy?would satisfy the need to electrify our railroads. Not anything

out of the realm of reality. Cooper: It would require us to retool our economy. You

know, the machine tool decline would have to reverse. All

the domestic supply industries, and, of course, the need forEIR: Some people have said that we can keep shipping

goods, say from Asia, and we can just bring them into the developing all the resources would go back up again, and all

that would have to happen.ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles. And those are two big

ports. About 25 to 40% of American trade from abroad comes

through there—then they just ship them out through the Ala- EIR: One last thing: You mentioned that you were contacted

by Associated Press?meda Corridor. What’s your thinking on that?

Cooper: I got a letter from a fellow that I know, who lives Cooper: Yes, I was interviewed by them last Thursday.

in Los Angeles, who tells me that the railroads are now turning

traffic away from the Alameda Corridor use because they EIR: What did they ask you?

Cooper: A lot of questions, that started out along the line of:don’t have any more capacity. The biggest problem with that

analogy is that you have transportation bottlenecks on the “Is this a fantasy?” And “we don’t believe it.” It’s for real. By

the time I got done with this guy, he did believe it. And I said:land. . And of course, two years ago, it was pretty critical in

Los Angeles, which is why they had to start bringing the ships “Russia has a strategic interest. And it is to sell oil and gas,

and electricity to the United States. It’s in their strategic inter-up to Seattle in much larger numbers. In fact, they overloaded

our port, because they couldn’t handle it in Los Angeles. est. They want to put us in the same position that western

Europe is in.”

But we have to realize they are the repository of the re-EIR: And your port is up in Seattle?

Cooper: Yes, Seattle-Tacoma, right. My assessment—and sources. And it is in their strategic interest to do this, and

that’s why they’re proposing it. I said, also, they have theits done in great detail in my study—is that 20% of the trans-

Pacific traffic, and the Russians say 6% of the world’s com- financial capability right now to do this. I said, look, if they

wanted to finance this, what would they do? They would takemerce, could be going through the Bering Strait tunnel. I don’t

think that’s unreasonable; 200-300 million tons a year looks some of their gold—can they get $100 billion of gold? Yes,

at $600 an ounce, they certainly can. That’s our collateral.like a pretty reasonable number.
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